
Columns of Conceptual Content Blocks are particular aspects of Truth, a quality amount of conscious
awareness, and is connected with other concept blocks and columns to form a holistic big-picture 
understanding.

Less solid of a foundational basis. Less interconnections and correspondences created, less of the big 
picture, less right-action engaged in. More areas built in or on top of faulty foundational axioms.

More soild and complete understanding of core foundational principles of Truth. More inter-
connections and correspondences created, seeing more of the big picture, more right-action 
engaged in throughout life. Less areas built in or on top of faulty foundational axioms.

Foundational understanding 
based in Truth, Right, Good, etc.

Foundational understanding 
based in falsity, lies, deceptions, 
illusions

Secondary layer conceptual blocks,
actions, and ways of living based on 
primary core foundational axioms

The Wisdom of Right-Action in the world, based on understanding Natural Law and embodying it or not.

Natural Law Core Foundational Principles of Truth as a Basis for Living

Axioms and foundational basis for living is less integrated and connected.

Axioms and foundational basis for living is more integrated and connected.

Foundational Basis, Root Causal Factors for Choices, Actions, Behaviors, Living & Being

Root Causal Factors, Foundational Core Principles 
of Truth or Axioms of false belief accepted and bought 
into. Secondary conceptual blocks and subjects that 
are constructed in negative knowledge axioms will
produce negative wrong-action resulting in more 
suffering and harm.

Secondary concepts are built upon primary foundations. Choices, actions & behaviors that we create 
are a result of various accurate or faulty understandings, perceptions, conceptions and navigations in 
reality, existence and universe.
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How we create our overall collective conditions through what we accept into ourselves.

For example, understanding what has a right to life and 
the fruits of it’s labor & property (animals), & what are 
violations to it’s rights. The Sacred Feminine non-
violence, do no harm, ahimsa, is a principle of Truth, Love,
Good, Right, etc. that has levels to it’s application & 
embodiment according to our own level of 
consciousness & spirituality.

The strength, solidity, integrity, quality & groundedness of actions in Truth, Love, Good, etc.

Truth Level 1: What ‘is’  or has manifested in reality; 
what is existing or has existed.

Truth Level 2: The Way of living in Truth, Love, Good, Right, 
Morality, Natural Law, True Self, Higher Self, Higher Will, etc.


